IR Business Center (IRBC)
In an effort to ensure you stay up to date and well informed, IRBC commits to providing IRs with platform to obtain key resources, buy services and products to aid your practice. Access to date coding resources and 2023 Carrier Advocacy Coverage Letters and more by visiting IRBC.

SIR Practice Development Committee webinars
Practice Development webinars are quarterly series for IRs, providing relevant educational opportunities on IR-pertinent topics (both medical and professional). Read more. See SIR Connect events calendar for future Practice Development webinar series and the registration link.

SIR Business Institute 2023
The SIR Business Institute pilot standalone meeting was presented in June 2022. Based on the success and demand of this course Private Practice Advisory Council (PPAC) would like to present this one-day entrepreneurial business symposia at SIR 2023. Register.

Practice Development sessions at SIR 2023
Don’t miss the Practice Development sessions on SIR Revenue Cycle Management, SIR Business Institute, Private Practice and Outpatient IR in 2023 and Beyond, Establishing a robust quality and patient safety program in Interventional Radiology, What is the Standard of Care? Attend the interactive medical malpractice symposium where you weigh in as an expert witness, OBL 1.OBL 2, Cosmetics in IR, NIR/OFFICEBASED/Non-Vascular. Practice Development program’ details. OBL program’ details.

A year in review
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Looking back

★ Successful launch of SIR Business Institute, a new standalone meeting in conjunction with the SIR 2022 Annual Scientific Meeting. The SIR Business Institute is a one-day symposium to raise business acumen in Interventional radiologists. This symposium was very well received, and the 2022 attendee survey showed the following results:
  - 100% of attendees thought SIR Business Institute was useful.
  - 73% plan to make changes in their professional practice from the new strategies acquired by participating in this course.
  - 95% of attendees were either satisfied or very satisfied.

★ Roadmap to a new IR practice was presented by the Practice Development Committee at SIR 2022. This session provided the attendees with the information and skills needed to expand or change their IR practice with new locations, new procedures, and new operating models.

★ Successful launch of IR Business Center:
  - A total of 162 products have been added to the new platform.
  - Practice management and coding products are available in the form of downloadable, customizable forms, e-publications, and print on demand.

★ Launch of the practice development live webinar series that led to delivering the following sessions:
  - Compete in the real world by establishing and maintaining a sustainable patient-centered clinical practice (March 2022).
  - Roadmap to an IR practice (June 2022 Annual Meeting).
  - Getting mentorship for introducing new procedures in your practice (September 2022).
  - Now that I am a mid-career Interventional Radiologist, what non-clinical roles can I play to help advance the IR and also grow my career? (December 2022).

★ Publishing the manuscript “Interventional Radiology workforce shortages affecting small and rural practices: A report of the SIR/ACR joint taskforce on recruitment and retention of Interventional Radiologists to small and rural practices” through the efforts of the SIR-ACR-GSER joint task force.
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